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Shifting Perspectives:  

A Personal Reflect on Ethnomusicology and Living Traditions  

 This course has dramatically shifted my view of Ethnomusicology. Prior to ‘Sounds of 

Maine,’ I believed Ethnomusicology was limited, focusing solely on music that did not fit 

comfortably under the, at times esoteric, umbrella of Western Art music. Certainly, 

Ethnomusicology encapsulates the formal study of these musics; the field, however, proved more 

expansive than I anticipated. Hands on (and ears open) research of Maine’s Franco-American 

population, specifically through the lens of music and its cultural repercussions, broadened my 

understanding of Ethnomusicology’s potential. Formal features are merely one aspect, albeit an 

important one, of Ethnomusicology. The field moves past ‘objective’ features and explores music 

as a cultural phenomena. Using this approach, our small class of three students and one dedicated 

professor delved into Franco-American culture and their usage of music. Our research focused 

on Les Troubadours, a group of older women who grew up surrounded by Franco-American 

music. The group hosts monthly Sing-A-Longs to share music they have held dear all their lives. 

In the course of this study we searched for potential musical origins and music’s cultural 

significance. While researching we also questioned the concept of authenticity and investigated 

what it means to study, as well as practice, a living tradition. As a result, I now consider 



Ethnomusicology as a study of contextualized music. I firmly the perception of music is 

fundamentally altered by the context it is created or experienced in.  

 I felt an acute shift between listening to live Franco-Americans performances and 

subsequent recordings of these performances. Tasked to transcribe the songs of three lovely 

members of Les Troubadours, I was surprised how differently I experience the music once it was 

removed from its original context. The perceptual change in understandable, however, when I 

considered the music’s original context AND my mind frame while listening to the songs. The 

atmosphere created by a just a small representation of Les Troubadours is delightful. These 

women possess tremendous energy; their energy emanates from a genuine excitement to 

collaborate and create music. The women communicated a joy, particular to music making, 

through their performance. Thus, an integral piece of their music is lost when canned (i.e. 

recorded). Lost, perhaps, is too extreme a word. I, however, maintain that the energy of the music 

is attenuated when displaced from its source.  

 My frame of mind additionally altered my experience of Les Troubadours’ music. My 

first experience of the Franco-American songs occurred during  was during my first expedition 

into Ethnomusicological field work. This was an extremely novel experience. My subsequent 

encounters with the songs were shaped, and fundamentally altered, by two goals: analysis and 

transcription. Thus, I attempted to objectively describe an intensely subjective experience. As a 

result, I distanced my perception of the music further from my first encounter. The shift, 

however, I will not classify as negative. Indeed, the change leads to personally understanding the 

music differently and more deeply once both encounters are considered simultaneously. That 

being said, I consider a live performance of the Troubadours’ songs a better representation of the 



music. In other words, the live performance is more authentic as well as indicative of Franco-

Americans’ usage music. I hold this view because Franco-American songs exist within a living 

tradition. As such, the Franco-American culture and people empower the music and stimulate its 

continuation. 

 My view appears problematic at first glance, especially considering our project entailed 

recording and notating the Troubadours’ music. If the music loses an integral component when 

canned why, then, would we attempted to capture, and unavoidably change, franco songs? I 

have, personally, justified our project because the ultimate goal is not the preservation of a 

concretized musical tradition. The objective is instead to spread information and provide 

materials that enable participation in the Franco-American musical tradition. To conclude, I 

implore you to conceptualize this study, not as the stagnation and distillation Les Troubadours’ 

music, but as the maintenance of a living tradition we have been fortunate enough to participate 

in. 


